A COMPREHENSIVE SIMULATION PLATFORM FOR INTRUSION DETECTION IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT  
This paper describes the simulation of an on-line attack recognition system in a distributed environment. The underlying technique is described in detail in a previous paper [2]. In this scheme, prior to starting a session on a computer an auxiliary process called a watchdog first queries the users for a scope-file and then generates a table called Sprint plan. The sprint plan is composed of carefully derived assertions that can be used as a basis for concurrent monitoring of user commands. The plan is general enough to allow a normal user to perform his task without much interference from the watchdog and is specific enough to detect intrusions both external and internal. The focus of current paper is the simulation of two environments for the purpose of testing and evaluating this intrusion detection system. First, a general academic environment with limited security restrictions is simulated. Second, a virtual banking environment with stringent security requirements is simulated. Different attack scenarios, both internal abuse and external attacks are simulated and tested.

Some background and related work are given in Section 2. An overview of the concurrent intrusion detection system is given in Section 3. Section 4 describes the implementation of the watchdog monitor. The simulation of the test environments is described in Section 5. Experiments and results are given in Section 6. The paper concludes with a brief discussion.

1 INTRODUCTION

As today’s commercial applications are becoming more and more distributed, they also become vulnerable to attacks across the network. This difficulty raises the need for concurrent intrusion/anomaly detection. Though a variety of techniques exist, the detection latency of these systems remains high, since most of them rely on audit trail analysis as the base-line approach. Unfortunately intrusion detection schemes based on audit trail analysis do not offer much in terms of damage containment, as they are passive, after-the-fact solutions [1].
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2 BACKGROUND

Intrusion detection is a critical phase of information survivability. A model for intrusion detection was first given by Denning [3], which uses audit trail analysis as a basis of detection. The existing intrusion detections systems (IDS) are frequently classified into misuse and anomaly detection models [4]. The anomaly detection approach is based on the idea that an attack on a system will be different from the normal activity and an intruder
will exhibit a pattern of behavior different from the normal user [5]. In the misuse detection approach, the IDS watches for indications of specific, precisely representable activities of system abuse. The IDS includes a collection of known intrusion signatures, which are encapsulations of identifying characteristics of specific intrusion techniques. If a new attack comes in, the system is most likely to fail to detect it. USTAT is a Unix-based real-time intrusion detection tool developed by Ilgun et al. [6]. It uses state transition analysis where penetration is identified as a sequence of state changes from a known initial state to a final compromised state. Several real-time network-monitoring tools have been developed over the past years. NADIR [7] is a Network Anomaly Detector and Intrusion Report tool. DIDS [8] is Distributed Intrusion Detection System, which looks and correlates multiple machine connections to the initial login. The project called EMERALD (Event Monitoring Enabling Response to Anomalous Live Disturbances) [9] aims at developing a distributed monitoring scheme, which uses a combination of signature engine and profiler engine within the monitor. The research team at Purdue is developing an adaptive network monitoring technique using autonomous agents [10].

3 OVERVIEW of CIDS

Our concurrent intrusion detection system (CIDS) uses verifiable assertions similar to the notion of control flow checking in fault tolerance [11], [12]. In this scheme, the user starts a session on a computer in a standard way by logging in. The system's watchdog then queries the user for a session scope. This is the summary of the intended system usage in that particular session. Once the scope file is submitted, the user is allowed to continue with his session. Before the user starts his session the watchdog does the monitoring of the user. This involves the translation of the scope file into a sprint (Signature Powered Reasonable Instruction Table) plan. This gives a mechanism for monitoring the user behavior. When the user is in session, the watchdog monitors the user commands and checks if the command is the one he originally intended to execute. Any significant deviation from the plan is an indication of potential intrusion. Figure 1 shows the basic block diagram of the CIDS.

To implement this scheme in a distributed computing environment, a watchdog process is set up for each user on a given node. However, the process remains dormant until a user starts a session on a node. These watchdogs are essentially instances of the same process, monitoring the various sessions. They remain restricted to local nodes, but once operational interact with a master watchdog which is responsible for the coordinated distributed system monitoring. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture for the network of computers consisting N nodes and a file server.

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CIDS

The session scope can be fed into the system in a variety of ways. We use a graphical user interface (GUI) to simplify the process of the user input. With the help of the GUI a few simple checks are done while logging into the system. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the steps taken by the watchdog when the user logs in. If the login is valid, the watchdog queries the user about the application the user is going to work in that particular session. Based on the application a preselected list of inputs containing the system resources available for the user is provided in a GUI, where the user can select the scope of
the session. The watchdog queries the user about his multiple login intent. If the user wishes to open multiple sessions, a list of all the hosts a user can connect to in the network is generated. The scope file thus obtained is given to a converter, which is built into the watchdog. The converter converts the scope file into a sprint plan consisting of verifiable assertions. A verifiable assertion is a quadruple of the form: 

\[(Subject, Action, Object, Period)\]

where \(subject\) is a user (along with additional identifiers such as terminal ID, IP address etc.), \(action\) is an operation performed by the subject such as login, logout, read, execute and \(object\) is a receptor of actions such as files, programs, messages, records, terminals, printers etc. A temporal characteristic called \(period\) signifies the time interval for the usage of a given user command. A formatter formats this sprint plan into a format that can be used for comparison.

It is possible that a user’s scope exceeds the preselected system resources input list and so the watchdog provides the user with a text area, where the user can type his intent. This text is sent to an intelligent and learning software agent to convert it into the sprint plan. The architecture of this agent is shown in Figure 4.

The watchdog sends the user-defined text to the software agent using the watchdog/agent interface. This is then passed on to a parser, which parses the text looking for known keywords. These are then sent to the execution module. The job of the execution module is to schedule the inputs coming from individual watchdogs as there is one software agent per master watchdog even though there is one watchdog per user, to reduce the overhead on the system. The execution module then looks into the agent database to generate the appropriate mapping for the keywords. If it is not available in the database then it tries to do its job by communicating with other agents on the network doing similar work. The communication between the agents is achieved using KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language), a protocol that extends these agents to share their knowledge and work towards cooperative problem solving. This is achieved using the agent/agent interface. Once the mapping is done, it is formatted into the sprint plan.

Once the one-time monitoring effort is complete i.e., the sprint plan is generated, the user is allowed to proceed with his normal operation. Every user activity on the system is converted to an atomic operation by the watchdog’s preprocessor. The output of the preprocessor is similar to the sprint plan, and is used by the watchdog for comparison with the actual sprint plan. Site-specific details, if any, are also given to the comparator. Any violation is reported to the master watchdog. The architecture of the monitor/comparator unit is shown in

![Figure 3. Flowchart of Sprint Plan Generation](image)

![Figure 4. Software Agent Architecture](image)
Figure 5. Monitor/Comparator Unit

The comparator consists of a comparison unit and a logic unit. The comparison unit does all the comparisons and if there is a mismatch then it is passed to the logical unit, which determines the violation flag level, by which the counters are to be raised. For instance, if the user selects a Unix system and types "I want to work on my research paper", then the software agent resolves the text into a set of atomic operations. In this case, these atomic operations can be treated as commands that are typed at the Unix prompt. If the agent knows that this particular user uses Latex software, the output from the agent will be latex/#bibtex/#slitex/#isp/ed/#text/-editor. This is based on the fact that the user will use a text-editor to type in the contents of the paper, and later will invoke the Latex software by typing the command latex at the Unix prompt. If he uses latex then he probably will use bibtex and so on. The # here is just a separator between different commands.

5 TEST ENVIRONMENTS

We chose two distinctive test environments for simulation. The first one is a student/faculty user environment in a university setting with limited security constraints. The second one is a virtual banking environment with stringent security requirements.

5.1 Simulating a University Environment

The basic architecture is client-server based. Such a setup allows us to derive some test cases from the published descriptions of well known attacks and in developing site-specific test cases based on the security policy. It also helps us to consider both sequential and concurrent intrusions. In a sequential intrusion, a single person issues a single sequence of commands from a single terminal or a workstation window. In concurrent intrusion, one or more intruders issue sequences of commands from several terminals, computers or windows. The command sequences work cooperatively to carry out an attack. For example an intruder can open multiple windows on a workstation and connect to a target computer from each window and try to distribute the suspicious behavior among them. The platform allows us to simulate basic sessions such as telnet, ftp etc. Synchronization can be achieved which lets us specify a fixed execution order of events.

When the student/faculty user logs in with a userid/password submission, password verification is done first. If the user is authenticated to login he will be provided with a series of GUI windows to specify the scope of the session. The user selects the application he is going to work on. If, say, the user selects Research as the application, the user is provided with a preselected input list containing various categories such as simulators, design tools, operating systems, programming languages, scripts, documentation and miscellaneous items such as ftp, rlogin etc. Figure 6 shows the screen image of the GUI illustrating the simulator choices.

The user just needs to check the tasks he intends to perform. Once this is done the watchdog queries the user if he intends to perform any other activities that are not present in the predetermined list. The user is also queried if he intends to open multiple sessions.

The various components of the sprint plan (not shown) are combined together by a formatter to obtain the final sprint plan. Figure 7 shows a run-time monitoring setup for a 1-user, 2-hosts system on a single server.

The sprint plan generated for the user is stored at a secure location on the server. As soon as the user logs in to a host, the watchdog checks to see if there is a sprint plan already existing for the user, if there is none, it generates a new one. If a sprint plan already exists, the user is allowed to proceed with his normal activity. The watchdog continuously monitors the user and compares
it with the sprint plan.

5.2 Virtual Banking Test Environment

The second test platform is a virtual banking environment with stringent security requirements. The main focus here is on the employees in the bank who are the users of the banking software. Misuse intrusions can be tested in detail here. The employees in a bank might have access to sensitive data and there is always a possibility of misusing privileges. The environment supports multiple banks with multiple accounts, with multiple access to all the accounts. The virtual banking system can be accessed by a wide variety of employees starting from the president of the bank to the teller in a bank. A session-scope is provided by the employees who login to the system with an authenticated userid and password with the help of a GUI. Once the user submits his scope file, the watchdog converts it into a sprint plan. Once this conversion is complete, the user gets the access to the bank system.

The employees can work in different areas of the banking system such as bank operations, business banking, credit/lending division, e-commerce, investment banking, monitoring etc. If the user is working in the bank operations division then some of the features provided to the employee are creating new accounts, opening existing accounts etc. It also supports a variety of accounts such as checking, savings, loan, mortgage, etc. The system allows the user to do things such as profitability analysis, generate reports etc. The system contains two databases, which the user can access. A transfer tool is provided for transferring balances for one account to another and from one database to another.

The watchdog continuously monitors the user activity in the system. The file watchdog is built into the systems database, which monitors the database accesses and communicates with the master watchdog to report any illegal transactions or access violations. The system is written in Java [13] and uses SQL queries to query the database. The database is custom made and is also implemented in Java. JDBC has been used for the connectivity between the bank system and the bank database. All the GUI components are light-weight, built using JFC Swing [14].

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We report the results of our simulation on the university environment only. The metrics used are detection coverage and performance.

There is usually no simple procedure to identify appropriate test cases for an intrusion detection system. A variety of intrusion scenarios are considered based on some common practices of system usage. These scenarios are grouped into four categories, viz., one-user without multiple logins, one-user with multiple logins, multiple users without multiple logins and multiple users with multiple logins. Two set of experiments are performed in each of these categories, first with the worst case, where a user selects all the entities provided in the session-scope GUI by the watchdog and the second where a user selects only a few entities. The tests are performed by treating the logins as four different cases, with up to two users at a given time. The first case is where both logins are legitimate. In the second case, the first login is from a legitimate user and the second login is from an intruder. In the third case, the first login is from the intruder and the second login is from the user and finally the fourth case where both logins are from intruders.

Some of the selections of the intrusive activity simulated are transferring the /etc/passwd file from one host to another, password-cracking by comparing the entries in the /etc/passwd file to entries in another file, using a dictionary file for the same, exploiting the vulnerabilities such as rdist. The system is able to detect all the intrusive activities and terminate the connection for the logins of intrusive users except in the worst case scenarios of one-user with multiple logins and multiple users with multiple logins, where a small number of intrusive activities was not detected. The system has also generated a few false positives, flagging an intrusion when normal user activity is taking place. This happens when the user selects only a few entities from the session-scope.

Since Java is used for implementation, moderate impact on system performance is expected. When new con-
nections are made or more users login, the system load increases. However, this increase is only marginal because there is no need to maintain any large data structures for each user or connection. The main server on which CIDS is running is a Sun Ultra Enterprise 450 Model 4400 and the clients are Sun Ultra 5’s running Solaris 2.7.

A normal user in a university environment is assumed to have about six to eight processes running on the system at a given time. There is one watchdog dedicated for each user which makes it one more process per user on the system. This watchdog process does not use many run-time resources and hence may not become an overhead to the system.

In order to quantify the overhead of the CIDS, we eliminated all unrelated activities in the test environment, started the CIDS and allowed the users to log in. We analyzed the average load per minute (no. of jobs in the run queue on Unix) and the storage overhead in kB against the number of users on the system. At this particular stage of implementation without much optimization, the operation is very stable for about 15 users. The load on the system tends to increase as the number of monitored users increases beyond 15. The storage overhead (325 kB for a single user) increases at a constant rate with the number of users. When the session-scope is large, the watchdog maps it to a huge sprint plan. The storage used by the CIDS in our study corresponds to the worst case scenario where a user selects all the entities from the session-scope provided by the watchdog in a GUI.

7 CONCLUSION

The concurrent intrusion detection prototype described in this paper is in its preliminary stage and the experiments reported are very basic. Our simulation shows that on-line intrusion detection using assertion checking is feasible, that is, low performance overhead and good detection coverage. This approach is an alternative to conventional audit trail analysis based intrusion detection schemes.

More detailed experiments with complex intrusion scenarios are planned. This requires further enhancements to the sprint plan generation and consideration of structural and temporal sequence checking. Similar experiments will also be conducted on the virtual banking application.
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